
Learning lectures:
radical behavioral theories



History of LEARNING 
Concepts
(so far)



PHILOSOPHICAL PREDECESSORS to 
LEARNING Theories

• Descartes
– mind-body division revitalized
– body as not an inert husk
– soul as seated in the pineal gland (mind/body 

interface there, at least)
– mind and body influence each other, i.e., interact
– natural science/social science division

• "natural theology"
• "revealed theology"



Other philosophers’ contributions to the 
Learning approach

• Hobbes
– people are basically selfish

• Hume
– but, selfish motives can be turned to good ends 

(where Freud got the concept of sublimation?)
• Locke

– tabula rasa -- all ideas originate outside us
– Radical environmental determinism



RESPONDENT 
CONDITIONING Theories



A brief biography of Pavlov

• What he received the Nobel prize 
for

• How serendipity and a true 
dedication to science made him 
famous despite that
– "Chance favors the prepared 

mind." - Louis Pasteur



Principles of respondent 
conditioning

• Genetic origins of unconditioned response patterns.
• Primary (respondent) conditioning



Doggie-style conditioning 



Respondent 
conditioning 
principles



Your professor’s CS





OPERANT CONDITIONING 
Theories



A brief biography of Skinner 
(1904-1990)

• born in Susquehanna, PA, 1 of 2 boys
• younger brother died when Skinner was 16



parents:

• hard-working
• father was lawyer with great ambition but little 

success
• devoted to raising their children
• used Learning principles to teach Skinner

• mother's verbal control
• father's observational learning
• grandmother's observational learning



effects of parental “behavior therapy”

• Skinner the conscientious ... and the unruly
• first to school each morning
• Skinner as the rebellious undergraduate

• Hamilton College (upstate NY)
• hoaxes
• College President's warning at Graduation...



Skinner the wanderer, the 
failure

• attempts to write, in parents' house (Scranton)
• journey to NYC, Greenwich Village
• exposure to Pavlov, Watson



Skinner as a graduate 
student

• Harvard
• typical daily regimen:  6am-9pm
• Ph.D. in 3 years (like Allport)
• reportedly serendipitous discovery of schedules of 

reinforcement
• serendipity strikes



more Skinner

• Skinner as a professor
• Skinner the military researcher
• Skinner the writer and utopian
• Skinner the social critic
• Skinner the autobiographer
• Skinner the anti-cognitivist



Apparatus of operant 
conditioning

Apparatus for measuring 
the effects on behavior over 
time of different schedules 
of reinforcement
– The cumulative recorder
A mini-laboratory for 
smaller animals:
– The operant conditioning 

chamber or "Skinner Box”



Stimulus (Antecedent) 
Control

Stimuli are either:
SD

or
SΔ



Consequence control
Five basic types of consequences 
Reinforcement:  2 types, both increasing 
behaviors they routinely follow

Positive reinforcement
Negative reinforcement

Punishment:  2 types, both decreasing 
behaviors they routinely follow

Punishment by application
Punishment by withdrawal

Extinction



Positive Reinforcement
(always increases behavior)



Negative Reinforcement
(always increases behavior)



Punishment by Application
(always decreases behavior)



Punishment by Withdrawal (always 
decreases behavior)



Extinction (of reinforcement)



Unexpected effects of extinction on behavior



Susceptibility to extinction:
the schedule used makes a difference!



Schedules of Reinforcement

(These are basic schedules; there are many 
more!)

Before Schedules of Reinforcement:
Continuous reinforcement (CRF)
Intermittent reinforcement



Intermittent reinforcement

Interval schedules:  2
Fixed interval (FI)
Variable interval (VI)

Ratio schedules:  2
Fixed ratio (FR)
Variable ratio (VR)



Additional schedules of reinforcement

Differential Reinforcement of Other Behavior (DRO)
Differential Reinforcement of Low rates of 
responding (DRL)

The rise of superstitious behavior
Discovering the value of “looking in the box”

A metaphor for the cognitive approach



So, what schedule of 
reinforcement governs…?
Checking email?
Checking your dating service(s) email?
Glancing at AIM / iChat status?
Making a blog entry?
Checking out people on Facebook?



END of Learning lectures:
radical behavioral theories


